ABSTRACT Most previous reliability models of consecutive k-out-of-n system assume that the components are independent or their reliabilities are equal. The system reliability can be obtained according to the configuration of k consecutive failed components. However, for consecutive (2, k)-out-of-(2, n) systems with local load-sharing, workloads on failed components will be equally shared by both vertically and horizontally adjacent components. Consequently, the component failure probability density function (FPDF) may be unequal and dependent on the actual load (both original and sharing load), which is determined by the states of adjacent components. Furthermore, the component FPDF may be time-varying with the failure sequences of adjacent components. Therefore, reliability modeling must consider the component dynamic process determined by the failure sequences of adjacent components, instead of the static configuration determined by failure states of adjacent components in the traditional models. To solve the above issues, this paper develops a new reliability model for consecutive (2, k)-out-of-(2, n) systems with local load-sharing. The system and component dynamic processes are automatically searched and combined into a set of state transition paths. In each path, the component load-varying process can be confirmed, by considering the influence of adjacent failures on its shared load. Based on the state transition paths, the component and system reliability models are further derived, according to the confirmed load processes of each component. Finally, we present graphical illustrations of the reliability evaluation of cable-strut systems in long-span suspension bridges.
I. INTRODUCTION
K -out-of-n systems are widely used to improve system reliability [1] - [4] . A typical form of them are consecutive (2, k)-out-of-(2, n) :F systems, namely C(2; k/2; n) :F systems, which consist of 2 × n components in the form of a (2, n)-matrix. The system fails whenever consecutive 2 × k components fail in any (2, k)-submatrix [5] . This paper investigates the C(2; k/2; n) :F system with the dependence of local load-sharing, which significantly increases the complexity of reliability modeling. C(2; k/2; n) :F systems with local load-sharing widely exist in bridge buildings and engineered vehicles, such as cable-strut systems and multi-axial transport vehicles.
Previous consecutive k-out-of-n methods regard C(2; k/2; n) :F systems as one-dimensional systems, simplifying one component pair (two vertically adjacent components) into one component. For example, Amari [6] took cable-strut system, a respective C(2; k/2; n) system, for C(k/n) systems. Presently, researches on C(k/n) systems divide the systems into two categories according to system structure: linear consecutive systems [7] and circular consecutive systems [8] . These researches focus on the degradation characteristics [9] , continuity [10] and global loadsharing [11] of linear and circular systems further. However, under the influence of local load-sharing, the reliability of two vertically adjacent components may be different and timevarying, due to different load-suffering processes caused by different failure processes of adjacent components. Therefore, great errors may be generated when evaluating system reliability, if C(2; k/2; n) :F systems are simplified into onedimensional C(k/n) :F systems.
For two-dimensional consecutive k-out-of-n methods, the C(r; s/m; n) system was first introduced by Salvia and Lasher [12] It seems to be a practical way to model the C(2; k/2; n) :F system as a special case of C(r; s/m; n) system. For system reliability evaluation, there are two type of approaches on C(r; s/m; n) system: reliability bounds evaluation and exact reliability evaluation respectively. Some researchers believe that it is quite difficult to derive explicit formulas to calculate their reliability [13] . On the contrary, system reliability bounds evaluation is more feasible. Hsieh and Chen [14] converted the C(r; s/m; n) :F system into C(k/n) :F system with the use of 'artificial perfect components', and then presented a simple formula for the reliability lower bound of the C(r; s/m; n) system. However, 'artificial perfect components' is just a fuzzy method for enlarging boundaries, and reduces the precision of reliability evaluation. Beiu and Dăuş [13] studied the lower and upper bounds of reliability for C(r; s/m; n) systems, by mapping previous results for the C(k/n) system into two-dimensional systems. This method significantly reduces computational complexity significantly, but the result is merely relatively accurate (the defect of reliability bounds).
There are still some researchers who are exploring on system exact reliability evaluation. Nevertheless, this problem has not been perfectly solved. Higashiyama [5] , [15] proposed a recursive algorithm for calculating the exact reliability of the lattice and circular connected-2-out-of-(m,n) :F system, assuming that all components are mutually independent. The method is developed to estimate the subreliability of each row, which is recursively created in the co-lexicographic list. But once the system is large enough, the method becomes inefficient. Yamamoto [16] , [17] respectively presented a recursive algorithm for the reliability evaluation of the connected-(r 1 , s 1 )-or-(r 2 , s 2 )-or-. . .-or-(r k , s k )-out-of-(m, n) :F lattice system and connected-(1, 2)-or-(2, 1)-out-of-(m, n) :F lattice system as two special simplified cases of C(r; s/m; n) :F systems. The methods are also developed by estimating the sub-reliability of each row. However, the binary search tree is used to accurately determine all reliable states of the system and filter the useless states. Zhao and Cui [18] also presented a method to reduce the size of the state space, by combining some states into one state. It seems that most researches simplify the C(r; s/m; n) :F systems [15] - [18] to obtain exact reliability.
However, previous research on C(r; s/m; n) systems assumes that the components are mutually independent [19] . So the system reliability can be easily obtained by the configuration of consecutive failed components, ignoring the dependence between them. But for C(2; k/2; n) :F systems subject to local load-sharing, workloads on failed components will be transferred to adjacent components. Consequently, the component FPDF may be unequal and dependent on the actual load (both original and sharing load), which is determined by the states of adjacent components. Furthermore, the component FPDF may be time-varying with the failure sequence of adjacent components. Therefore, the reliability modeling must consider the component's dynamic processes (determined by the failure sequences and failure time of adjacent components), instead of the static configuration determined by failure states of adjacent components in traditional methods (e.g. Markov models). To solve the above issues, this paper develops an exact reliability model for C(2; k/2; n) :F systems with local loadsharing. We present an automotive algorithm to search the system states and component dynamic processes, then combine the same processes into a set of state transition paths. In each path, the load-varying processes of components can be confirmed, with consideration of the influence of the sharing load of adjacent components. Based on state transition paths, each component's reliability can be calculated according to confirmed load processes. The probabilities of system failed states can be obtained through the component reliability in the corresponding state transition paths.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, we describe the system characteristics in detail. Section III presents the C(2; 2/2; 3) :F system reliability model. Section IV presents a general algorithm to evaluate the exact reliability of arbitrary C(2; k/2; n) :F systems. Section V gives a specific example of cable-strut systems. Section VI concludes the work and suggests further work.
II. SYSTEM DESCTIPTION
The structure of C(2; k/2; n) :F systems is shown in Fig. 1 . There are 2 × n components (1, 2, · · · , 2n), which are placed as the elements of an (2, n)-matrix, working together in the system. The white dots represent the operating components and black dots represent the failed components. This system fails whenever consecutive 2 × k components fail in any (2, k)-submatrix in the system, such as region A, which is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In addition, such systems also contain other types of failure modes, including consecutive zigzag failures and non-consecutive failures. In this paper, we focus on the failure mode in Fig. 1 to develop the system reliability model.
The system described above has the characteristic of twodimensional dependence, including vertical and horizontal dependence. As shown in Fig. 1 , the horizontal dependence is defined as the direction parallel to the system, and the vertical dependence is the direction perpendicular to the system. In other words, component C i is not only dependent on C i+1 and C i−1 , but also dependent on component C n+i .
The conceptual framework of the system is shown in Fig. 2 . L C i is the load level of component C i . f C i (t) represents the FPDF of C i , which is relevant to L C i . As Fig. 2 shows, C i+1 , C i−1 , and C n+i represent the components adjacent to component C i . Once component C i fails, the workload and FPDF of the adjacent components will increase suddenly, because of the influence of local load-sharing. In addition, VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 2. Conceptual framework of the system. the inconsistency between the component reliabilities will also rapidly increase the system states, which may complicate the system reliability model.
B. LOCAL LOAD-SHARING
Local load-sharing is another major issue to solve. Local load-sharing systems are described as the workload of the components that is adjacent to the failure one changing greatly, while the components far from the failure one rarely change [20] . Taking cable-strut systems as an example, the suspenders connect together through the deck system to assume the static load of the system. The suspender failure led to the redistribution of internal stress. However, the redistribution merely occurs in the suspenders nearby the failure one, and the stress of other suspenders experience almost no change [21] . Consecutive 2 × k components failure in any (2, k)-matrix is one of the most important factors resulting in a bridge collapse [22] .
The following assumptions are made in this paper based on local load-sharing: a) All components are identical and experience the same workload in the beginning. When one component fails, it increases the workload of adjacent components, both vertically and horizontally. b) We set the component load level to simply the actual workload which is proportional to the load level. One component load level is determined by the quantity of failed components adjacent to it. c) The component FPDF is load-dependent on the component load level. d) The component FPDF is time-dependent when the component load level changes.
As shown in Fig. 3 , the black dots indicate the failed components, and white dots indicate the operating components. L m represents the component load level, and m represents the quantity of failed components adjacent to the observation components, m ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and
In the processing of systems from operation to failure, the component load level changes with system states. Fig. 3 presents four different system states.
As shown in Fig. 3a , all components operate in the system, so the stress level of each component is L 0 . In Fig. 3b , taking component C 2 as the observed component, there is only one component failure (component C 1 ) around C 2 , so the stress level of component C 2 is L 1 . In Fig. 3c , two components fail (component C 1 and C 3 ) around C 2 . The stress level of component C 2 is L 2 , which is larger than the load level of C 2 in Fig. 3a . In Fig. 3d , three components fail (component C 1 , C 3 , and C 4 ) around C 2 , so the load level of component C 2 is L 3 , which is the largest comparing with other system states in Fig.3 .
Because the component FPDF is related to the component load level, as shown in Fig. 3b , the FPDF of component C 2 and C 4 are identical, and is larger than the failure probability of components C 3 , C 5 and C 6 . Therefore the component and system reliability modeling become complicated, when local load-sharing is considered.
III. RELIABILITY MODEL OF C(2; 2/2; 3) :F SYSTEMS
In this section, we evaluate the reliability of C(2; 2/2; 3) :F systems based on the system state transition diagram. The method is further extended to arbitrary C(2; k/2; n) :F systems in section IV.
A. COMPONENT RELIABILITY MODELING
In this paper, the component FPDF is load-dependent and time-dependent. Therefore, we have to consider the failure sequence and failure time of the components adjacent to the observation component in the process of reliability modeling.
For C(2; 2/2; 3) :F systems, the following parameters are defined:
C i : the number of observation component, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.
a: the number of failed components adjacent to R C i (t): the reliability of component C i .
As shown in Fig. 4 , the failure time of the components adjacent to C i are respectively t C i ,1 , t C i ,2 and t C i ,3 , in which t C i ,a represents the failure time of the ath failed component adjacent to C i . to the next load level, under the condition that a components have failed adjacent to C i . The equation of component life is a variable, which is related to t C i ,a and L a . Taking t ∈ (0, t C i ,1 ) as an example, the component
under the condition that the equation of component life is t C i ,1e . Because A 0 and A 1 (as shown in Fig. 5 ) have the same area, we can obtain the formula:
Based on above assumptions and conclusions, the reliability model of component C i is given at four different phases:
x When t ∈ [0, t C i ,1 ),
)dt, and t C i ,1e can be obtained.
z Similarly, when t ∈ [t C i ,2 , t C i ,3 ),
f 2 (t − t C i ,2 + t C i ,2e )dt, and t C i ,2e can be obtained.
Let t = t C i ,3 , then
)dt, and t C i ,3e can be obtained.
B. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF C(2;2/2;3) :F SYSTEMS Fig. 6 exhibits the state transition diagram of C(2; 2/2; 3) :F systems, which describes all possible states and the transition paths that lead to these states. We note that each state contains identical relative locations of failed components. For example, state 2 represents component C 1 and C 3 failed respectively in the system. However, the system state itself contains no information on the sequence of failures, which must be found by tracking the transitions from original state to observation state. The system reliability is presented as follows,
where R sys (t) represents the system reliability at time t, and P w (t) is the probability of state w at time t. w is the number of system states. S represents a set that contains all system failure states. According to the system assumption, it fails whenever one (2,2)-matrix has consecutive 2 × 2 components failure in the system. As shown in Fig. 6 , S can be presented as {27, 36, 37, 40} using the failure mode we selected. We choose state 27 in the transition diagram for detailed derivation, and other state probabilities are given directly, including state 36, state 37, and state 40, without explanation.
1) PROBABILITY OF STATE 27: P 27 (t )
There are 48 transition paths via to state 27. The loadvarying process of components in each transition path can be obtained by considering the failure sequence of the adjacent components. The component load-varying process is shown in Table 1 . In table 1, CF v represents the vth failed component in the system. CO j represents the operating component in the system, so CO 1 and CO 2 can be used to distinguish different operating components of state 27. t v is the failure time of the vth failed component, t v ∈ {t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 }. We define four-dimensional vectors to record component load-varying process, in which the initial value of each element is 0. We find out the failure time of the observation component and its adjacent components first, and arrange them by value in descending order. Then we update the elements in the vector from left to right based on the failure time. For the failed components, the update is terminated when the failure time of the observation component has been written into the vector. For the operational components, the update is terminated when the failure time of the mth adjacent component has been written into the vector. For instance, as shown by the red block in Table 1 , (t 1 , t 2 , 0, 0) denotes that the first component adjacent to component CF 2 fails at time t 1 (t CF 2 ,1 = t 1 ), and CF 2 fails at time t 2 . (t 2 , 0, 0, 0) represents that the first component adjacent to CO 1 fails at time t 2 (t CO 1 ,1 = t 2 ), and CO 1 maintains operation after time t 2 .
In some transition paths, the same vth failed components have identical processes. Just like lines 1, 2, 25, and 26 in Table 1 , the load-varying processes of the first failed components CF 1 in these four lines are identical. Similarly, the second, third, and fourth failed, and the operating components also have the same process. The transition paths in which the component load-varying process are identical can be combined into one transition path. The component load-varying process in different transition paths (after combination) is shown in Table 2 .
As shown in Table 2 , u represents the transition paths after the combination, which are transferred to state 27, u = 1, 2, · · · , 12, and each u contains h u identical transition paths.
P 27 (t) presents the probability of state 27. There are 12 transition paths via to this state after combination. The probabilities of these paths are presented by P u 27 (t). The following is a specific deduction of P 1 27 (t). The transition path 1 contains h 1 identical transition paths, thus P 1 27 (t) can be expressed as P 1
(t) = h 1 · P(A) · P(B/A)
In equation (6), P 1 27 (t) is the probability of state 27 through transition path 1. The equation contains two parts, event A represents that 4 components fail under path 1. Event B represents that 2 components remain operational under path 1. The load-varying process of operational components depend According to Table 2 , the process of the first failed component CF 1 is (t 1 , 0, 0, 0), which represents that CF 1 fails at time t 1 . Thus the FPDF is
The load-varying process of the second failed component CF 2 is (t 1 , t 2 , 0, 0). It represents the first failed component adjacent to component CF 2 at time t 1 . The component CF 2 fails at time t 2 . Thus, the FPDF of CF 2 is
Similarly, the load-varying process of the third failed component CF 3 is (t 1 , t 3 , 0, 0), and the FPDF of CF 3 is
The load-varying process of the fourth failed component CF 4 is (t 2 , t 3 , t 4 , 0). It represents that t CF 4 ,2 = t 3 , in which CF 4,2 is the last failed component adjacent to CF 4 , and the FPDF of CF 4 is f CF 4 (t − t CF 4 ,m + t C i 4 ,me ) = f 2 (t − t 3 + t CF 4 ,2e ) (10) According to the component failure sequence and equations (7) (8) (9) (10) , P(A) can be expressed as
There are two operating components in state 27, according to Table 1 , whose load-varying processes are respectively (t 2 , 0, 0, 0) and (t 4 , 0, 0, 0). The reliability of the operating components can be obtained as follows.
When the load-varying process of component CO 1 is (t 2 , 0, 0, 0),
When the load-varying process of component CO 2 is (t 4 , 0, 0, 0), (13) P(B/A) can be expressed as
where t CO j ,m represents the failure time of mth (the last) failed component adjacent to CO j . t CO j ,me represents the equation of component life from the previous load level to the next load level, under the condition that m components fail adjacent to CO j .
The component load-varying process must be considered in the evaluation of component reliability, and P(B/A) is related to the failed components and their failure sequence. The transition path u = 1 contains four identical transition paths, so equation (6) can be VOLUME 6, 2018 expressed as
The other state transition probabilities are the same as the transition path u = 1. Using the derivation of P 1 27 (t), P u 27 (t) can be obtained by searching the component process in each transition path (after combination), which is represented by u. Each u contains h u identical transition paths. Therefore,
where R CO j (t) represents the probability of operational components, and
There are 12 different transition paths from state 0 to state 27 after combination. On the basis of P u 27 (t), P 27 (t) can be expressed by
2) PROBABILITY OF STATE 36 AND STATE 37: P 36 (t ), P 37 (t )
Through the method above, the probabilities of state 36, and state 37 at time t can be obtained. Specially, state 36 and state 37 contain the same quantity of components, and the configurations of these two states are identical. Therefore, the probabilities of these two states are identical.
3) PROBABILITY OF STATE 40: P 40 (t )
Similarly, the probability of state 40 can be expressed as
Finally, the expression of R sys (t) is obtained by applying P 27 (t), P 36 (t), P 37 (t), and P 40 (t) to equation (5) .
IV. RELIABILITY EVALUATION OF C(2;k/2;n) :F SYSTEM
C(2; 2/2; 3) :F systems are relatively simple. We can manually determine the system state transition diagram. However, the manual method cannot create the state transition diagram of complicated C(2; k/2; n) :F systems. This section proposes an algorithm (using MATLAB) to calculate the reliability of C(2; k/2; n) :F systems. The proposed algorithm is as follows: a) Determine all of the transition paths of the system, then combine those of the same component load-varying process. The specific steps are described by Fig.7 .
Step 1. Initialize relevant parameters, including initial variables of the cycles in the algorithm, and system parameters of the C(2; k/2; n) :F system.
Step 2. Build all possible transition paths. This step begin with the permutation of g components to form the cell Comb, which is used to store the failed components of each system state. And then, through update Comb constantly by the algorithm in this step, Comb becomes a matrix that stores only failed components in the failed states.
Step 3. Find out set S (the set of system failed states) through the permutation of Comb, in which each failed state contains g failed components.
Step 4. Confirm the component load-varying process of the system from state 0 to a failed state. The results are output by matrix Co_Branch_l (similar to the lines in Table 1) , and contain the process of 2n components. Step 5. Combine the transition paths of the same component load-varying processes. The transition paths after combination are recorded by matrix C_courseM (similar to Table 2 ).
Step 6. u represents the number of rows in matrix C_courseM, where each u contains h u identical transition paths.
Step 6 outputs all h u to matrix C_courseM. b) Calculate the probability each failed state. There are g sequential components failures in state w. The probability of state w can be expressed as
c) Calculate the system reliability. The system reliability can be obtained by the summation of all system failed states (for example, w = 27, 36, 37, 40 in Fig. 6 ) into equation (5).
V. CASE STUDY
Long-span suspension bridges have become the focus in worldwide bridge engineering. Examples include Baluarte Bridge in Mexico (the highest deck-height, cable-stayed bridge), Hongkong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge in China (the longest bridge around the world), and Golden Gate Bridge in the U.S. (the symbol of San Francisco). However, the reliability and security problems of suspension bridges are serious, it at least needs to spend large amount of manpower and material resources for its maintenance, or even collapses [23] . A large reason for these accidents are cable-strut failures, such as the Qijiang District Rainbow Bridge, Luoguo Bridge, and Silver Bridge. Therefore, reliability modeling and analysis on C(2; k/2; n) :F systems, which belong to the logical model of cable-strut systems, is of great significance. The analysis results are not only applicable to the cable-strut system, but also other C(2; k/2; n) :F systems.
This section presents a simplified numerical case to demonstrate the reliability modeling method of this paper. We consider a load-sharing system with six components. The FPDF of each component C i follows an exponential distribution with parameters λ m . The parameters of the system are shown in Table 3 .
For a C(2; 2/2; 3) :F system subject to local load-sharing, there are four failed states, state 27, state 36, state 37, and state 40, as shown in Fig. 6 . The formation process of state 36 is the mirror image of state 37, so they can be combined into one failed state, which is recorded as state 36&37. Based on equation (22) , the probabilities of these states are respectively plotted in Fig. 8 . The probability of component failure must increase with time, and all of the components must eventually fail. Therefore, the probabilities of state 27 and state 36&37 increase first, then and decrease. The probability of state 27 begins to increase at time t = 5, decreases at time t = 29.6, and reaches 0 at time t = 101. The probability of state 36&37 begins to increase at time t = 7.9, decrease at time t = 42.9, and reaches 0 at time t = 181.6. The probability of state 40 begins to increase at time t = 9.3, and reaches 1 at time t = 181.6.
For a C(2; 2/2; 3) :F system in which the components are independent, the probabilities of state 27, state 36&37, and state 40 are plotted in Fig. 9 . The trend of the curve in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 are similar. The difference is that the probabilities of state 27 and state 36&37 in Fig. 9 are lower than the probabilities of state 27 and state 36&37 in Fig. 8 , since the component failure will accelerate the shared load of the components adjacent to it in the local load-sharing system. The shared load will increase along with the quantity of adjacent failed components.
According to P 27 (t), P 36&37 (t), and P 40 (t), the reliability of C(2; 2/2; 3) :F systems subjected to local load-sharing R sys (t) can be obtained, and is presented as the red line in Fig. 10 . It is obvious that the system reliability starts decreasing at time t = 4.1, and reaches 0 at time t = 141.2. Moreover, the reliability of independent C(2; 2/2; 3) :F system is also presented in in Fig. 10 (blue line) . We find that the reliability of the independent system is larger than that of the local loadsharing system.
Finally, this section performs a sensitivity analysis to demonstrate the effect of fault rate λ on the C(2; 2/2; 3) :F system with local load-sharing, and the results are shown in Fig. 11 .
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper investigates the reliability model for C(2; k/2; n) :F systems with local load-sharing. Compared with traditional C(k/n) :F systems, this system must address two major issues: local load-sharing and two-dimension relevance.
Firstly, because workloads on failed components will impact adjacent surviving components, the component FPDF varies with the failure sequences of adjacent components. The load-dependent and time-dependent component reliability model is derived to address local load-sharing characteristics.
Secondly, the probability evaluation of system failed states needs to determine all transition paths through the state. The paths are more difficult to determine for two-dimensional systems. An automotive algorithm is presented to search and combine the transition paths. Based on the paths, an exact system reliability model is developed, which can be solved analytically.
Finally, taking the cable-strut system of long-span suspension bridges as an example, this study presents the reliability evaluation results obtained by our model and independent model. It should be noted that local load-sharing characteristics would significantly decrease the reliability of the cablestrut system in this case.
This study only analyzes the sharing characteristics of the workload, and requires further investigation on the external load (e.g. random shocks). The proposed model is suitable for C(2; k/2; n) :F systems. More general models for C(r; k/m; n) :F systems still need to be developed. In addition, this model need to be verified on large system in the future. 
